Pelloby jib cranes - any size, any capacity

Pelloby have led the way in the design and manufacture of jib cranes for almost half a century. Producing hundreds of jibs each year at our UK factory for both end users and trade clients, we ship these trusted lifting systems across Britain and the rest of the world.

The latest in computerised technology lets us tailor each jib crane around each customer's precise requirements, resulting in long lasting cranes designed specifically for the sector, workplace and application in hand.

Whether overbraced or underbraced, manual or motorised – we can produce standard and bespoke jib cranes of any size and any capacity. Our range includes:

- Post jib cranes
- Wall jib cranes
- 360° degree jib cranes
- Knuckle or articulated jib cranes
- Heavy duty jib cranes
- Special jib cranes

We offer four year extended warranties, fast delivery times from just three weeks and can project manage the installation of your new jib crane right through to final commissioning.

Call us on 01952 586 626 or email sales@pelloby.com to find out more.
Bespoke designs for every application

Every single jib crane we produce is made to order, guaranteeing you receive a solution custom built around your lifting requirements. As well as all the steelwork involved, we can also provide the hoist and any lifting attachments required.

>> Optional extras – You can customise every aspect of your crane down to a paint finish that matches your corporate colours. We also offer hoists and galvanised protection for outdoor applications, as well as safety features such as parking locks.

>> No fixing plate charge – While most manufacturers add an extra fee for the intermediate fixing plate used to secure the jib crane to the floor, we provide a built-in base plate as part of the design process. This lets us customise it to suit each application, optimising its size and the number bolts used to suit the thickness of the concrete on the ground and the capacity of the crane – all for no extra cost.

Extended warranties and fast deliveries

Pelloby jib cranes are built to last thanks to the quality of our UK engineering and wealth of experience, which means we are able to offer excellent warranties as standard. And to ensure you get your jib crane when you need it, we work with a trusted logistics partner to ensure a fast turnaround.

>> Four year extended warranties – Offered as standard.
>> Three week delivery – On standard jib cranes.
>> Four week delivery – On 360 degree models.
>> Five/six week delivery – On power slewing jibs.

Installation and follow up support

From placing your initial order through to final commissioning, we make the process of acquiring a new crane as simple as possible.

>> Project management – Our team of expert engineers can take care of the installation of the jib crane at your premises and carry out final testing to guarantee the system is ready for use.
>> Operator training – We provide comprehensive training courses to teach your staff how to operate the crane safely.
>> Thorough examinations – Pelloby offer ongoing support including maintenance contracts and LEEA recommended annual safety inspections to guarantee the upkeep of your lifting equipment.

Pelloby design and manufacture lifting solutions for any application. Call us on 01952 586 626 or email sales@pelloby.com to find out more.